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HISTORY
Dennis, a 41 year old male sustained bilateral par tial hand amputations due to fr ostbites,

appi oximately 18 year s ago Upon exarninations he presents with fingers 2 to 5 amputated at MCP
levels bilaterally. Both thumbs are amputated through the proximal third of the proximal phalange, The
Right hand had some webspace surgery performed in the past between thumb and first index finger with
limited improvement ftmctionally Both Metacarpals of the thumb are very movable and Dennis grasps
small objects with the crease formed by his thenal eminence. He is capable to fulfill all of his daily
activities but it requir es cumber some bilateral use of his hand remnants for grasping larger objects. He is
able to pr actise woodwork as s sideline "hobby". He is otherwise unemployed and his life is subsidized
by the Ministry of Social Services. From a social and cosmetic point, his hands are not acceptable due to
the appearance,. They are discolored and scarred from the initial incident and are rather unpleasant to
look at

This patient over the history,, since his amputations has been trying to be fitted with pr osthetics of
some sort to improve cosmetics and yet maintain function. He was advised by all the experts, Physicians,
Pr osthetist etc. that this is impossible due to the level of hes amputations. Over the years he experimented
in the making of his own hand Prostheses, utilizing bicycle-chains mimicking the individual phalangeal
bones an- d joints, which he was plamting to activate by cable systems and harnessing. He asked me to
refine this idea, but I had to refuse for the reasons of financial restraint, and the low possibility of

actical success. In fact, at his first visit, I felt that I could not provide him with any prosthetics, which
would serve him satisfactorily. He nevertheless persisted in a cosmetic fitting, for social activities only
I fitted him with bilateral prostheses, which were partially functiong as I utilized his little thumb-stubbies
with the cosmetic gloves for function. Those served the purpose of provision as desired. Nevertheless,
having satisfied the cosmetic function, the physical fimction needed was still incomplete and needed to
be addressed,

Two year s ago at MEC in Fredericton, I was introduced to FSR's, the newly developed pressure
sensitive pads, and the new Sentry External Powered Lightweight Hand from Sweden. Dennis was the
person I thought of immediately as I felt I had a solution to his dilemma which I could finally solve.

Upon return to my job, I had contacted Dennis, and indicated that I had found a functional and
cosmetic solution to his needs He carne to see me and we discussed the options, and subsequently I
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measured him for his new prostheses and proceeded to apply for financial coverage for this. The application
was denied due to the history of the facts that amputations at this level cannot be satisfactorily fitted.
Dennis felt that at this stage he needed to be persistent , and we re-applied, explaining the changes of
technology He was referred by the payrnent agency to see a Physiatrist, and a Plastic-Surgeon for their
opinion. Neither of them felt that he could be fitted with Prosthetics Fortu.nately with some good
dialogue, I was able to request a powered fitting for one side Subsequently, one year after the first
application, all reports were in, and I was given the "OK" to proceed,

I determined not to fit his more functional (dominant) side, to maintain/preserve tactile sensation.

FABRICATION
I felt I wanted to try a different appr oach from the ordinary Myoelectric fittings and utilize FSR's

in place of electrodes. We draped a plastic called Thermoflex, normally used for flexible socket liners on
lower extremities amputees, over the modified plaster mold I tried to keep this, what was to become the
flexible inner liner, quite thin and pliable. Over this liner I added filler material which would allow later
on space for the FSR's and necessary wiring. A semi-flexible acrylic lamination was performed over this
with carbon reinforcement over the distal aria to keep the distal region rigid for support and attachment
of the hand. The pr oximal ttimline would be 1/3 up the forearm, to allow for support and integration of
the battery, The goal was to keep it a self contained unit without external wires. A 71/4" Sentry Hand
was chosen as the terminal device. I disconnected the quick disconnect feature and removed the bi acket
holding that to the hand frame in order to keep the hand as short as possible. I constructed my own
bx acket fi arne utilizing metal stripping which was laminated to the distal hand aria with carbon tape and
acrylic resin , The battery box to receive a Otto Bock Battery was placed on the palmar aspect of the
wrist. The FSR's where installed , and a functional fitting was performed.

RESULTS
The cosmetic appearance was satisfactory,
The functional desire was met, due to the good grip force of the hand The patient was finally

again able to grasp large objects unilaterally without the fear of dropping them.
The simple utilization of FSR's require no tr aining time.
Having all wiring and components away from the skin surfaces perspiration and dirt due to the

Thermoflex imier socket interface makes the system totally reliable and long lasting.,
The patient was able to wear a stump sock thus satisfying wearing comfort
Donning and suspension was simply achieved by forcing the residual limb into the prosthesis, and

applying a simple velcm-strap over the wrist
There was a length difference of 4" over the other residual limb. This was not an issue, as the

patient is a bilateral amputee.
-The only negative feature proved to be the loss of wrist motion on the prosthetic side.

Subsequently after this successful fitting the prosthesis received the final finishing touch -ups, and
the appropriate cosmetic glove was applied The patient was instructed on maintenance, follow-up and
was supplied with a battery-charger, written instruction and cleansing cream for his cosmetic gloves.

CONCLUSIONS
Assessing the results, which I consider an innovating and satisfactory fitting made all the efforts

and frustrations prior to prosthetic intervention worthwhile. Dennis now choose not to have his other
hand fitted with an external powered device, as he feels that it is important to maintain tactile sensation
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on the more dominant, the not fitted side He is finally fully functional. For social purposes he wear s his

cosmetic pi osthesis on the other hand. Iunder stand, there are a limited amount of amputees with partial

hand amputation thus I feel it is important to share this approach, as it also can be utilized on bilateral

acherias, and probably on unilateral amputees to satisfaction This may as well open hope to the younger

adolescent population with similar deficiencies, as long as the prosthetist's areable to choose and utilize

the size of the most appropriate and or similar componentry available to date
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